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UNDER EMBARGO UNTIL 28 MARCH 2018 00.01AM  

 

TOP TIPS FOR NERVOUS DRIVERS HOPPING IN THE CAR 

THIS EASTER 

 70% of motorists experience nervousness behind the wheel  

 Top triggers for driver stress include common Easter holiday scenarios such as driving 

abroad (36%), towing a caravan (30%) and driving with kids in the car (6%) 

 Just one in 10 people (10%) still use A-Z maps, falling to just 1% for 18-24-year olds 

 

With 20 million cars expected on the road this weekend1, new research from Lloyds Bank Car 

Insurance shows seven in 10 drivers will be nervous behind the wheel ahead of the big Easter 

getaway.  

 

This highlights that driver concerns aren’t limited to the minority, with both younger drivers (94% of 

18-24-year-olds) and women in particular (84% vs. 55% of men) telling us they are the most 

concerned on the road.     

 

The research shows that key triggers for nervousness include common Easter holiday driving 

scenarios, such as driving abroad (36%), driving in bad weather (32%), towing a caravan (30%), 

driving in areas or on roads we’re not familiar with (28%) and driving with kids in the car (6%). 

 

Motorway nerves 

As many of us prepare to hit the motorway over the Bank Holiday, research finds that motorways 

are a particular source of concern.  One in ten (11%) drivers feel nervous when overtaking on a 

motorway, with women (17%) and 18-24 year olds (18%) admitting to feeling the most nervous. 

Eight per cent of us would even take a detour to avoid going on a motorway.  

 

For those of us making long car journeys, more than two million (2.27m) motorists have never filled 

up their own car with fuel (5% of all drivers)*. Hopefully these drivers will have helpful passengers 

in tow willing to lend a hand at the petrol station.  

 

In case of emergency 

The research also highlights a knowledge gap among drivers about what to do after an accident or 

when their vehicle breaks down. A third of motorists (31%) don’t know how to jump start a car if the 

                                                
1
 Based on 20 million drivers in 2017 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-39589153 
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battery has died, 30% don’t know how to change a tyre and 14% don’t know what to do if their 

vehicle breaks down on the motorway.  

 

One in 10 (10%) drivers have no idea what to do if they were involved in an accident with another 

motorist, which rises to 22% if the accident involves a pedestrian. 

  

 

Satnav is king 

With roads expected to be busier than normal this Easter, Lloyds Bank Car Insurance looked into 

how drivers will plan to navigate their routes.  A satnav is now the most popular way for people to 

find their way, used by 69% of drivers. Just one in 10 people (10%) still use A-Z maps. Older 

drivers are the most likely to use a paper map, with 18% of over 55s saying that they preferred 

navigating this way. This compares with just 1% of 18-24-year olds. 

 

However, one in 10 (9%) drivers say they often find themselves ignoring their own common sense 

when using a satnav and 15% admit that following a satnav or maps app on their phone has 

landed them in a tricky situation on at least one occasion. 

 

To help get the Easter weekend off to a cracking start, Lloyds Bank Car Insurance has teamed up 

with Joanne Mallon, Author of How to Overcome Fear of Driving: The Road to Driving 

Confidence, to share some top tips: 

 

Joanne said: “Easter is a time when many of us will be travelling to see families or enjoying a mini-

break away and, with so many other people on the roads at the same time, it can be a daunting 

prospect, especially if you don’t drive that often.  

 

“But, if you identify with this, you are not alone - many people have similar concerns and fears. In 

fact, Lloyds Bank’s car insurance research shows 1.35m licence-holders have not driven since the 

day they passed their test, even though confidence seems to come with experience.  

 

“For those who feel nervous behind the wheel here are my top tips to keep them calm on 

the road this Easter:   

 

1. Don’t go on an Easter Hunt: If you have been invited to friends or family for Easter lunch and 
are nervous about driving somewhere new, plan the journey and look up the place on Google 
Earth so you can familiarise yourself with the route. You will feel more confident the more you 
know what to expect 

2. Get to grips with basic maintenance: Before making a long trip it’s a good idea to have an 
idea of basic car maintenance should the worst happen. You can educate yourself in many 
ways, such as by watching videos online, reading motor magazines or asking friends and family. 
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Knowing what to do when something goes wrong, such as how to repair a flat tyre or top up your 
oil will make you more confident  

3. Learn to fill up: knowing how to fill your car with fuel is especially important if going on long 
journeys or anywhere you risk being caught in traffic. Go to the station with a friend who does 
know how to fill up a vehicle and is confident and let them show you how 

4. Create an Easter playlist: a playlist or audio book the whole family can enjoy will help to keep a good 
mood in the car and avoid you getting wound up, especially if you become stuck in Easter traffic 

5. Eggs for breakfast: driving on an empty stomach can trigger anxiety, so have a proper meal before you 

set off, rather than non-stop Easter chocolate 

6. Save the chocolate eggs until later: children may become over-excited if they eat too much chocolate. 

Save them for when you arrive at your destination 

 

 

 

Paul Birkhead, Head of Car Insurance, Lloyds Bank, added:  

 

“While some people love the freedom of the open road, for many of us driving can be a stressful 

experience. This can be particularly true over Easter when the roads are busier.  

 

“But drivers should not feel alone – 32 million other drivers feel the same way. In addition to the 

steps suggested by Joanne, there are other ways drivers can help themselves feel more confident 

behind the wheel. Having the right level of car insurance, and knowing you’re covered if something 

goes wrong is a simple way of feeling more confident on the road and having one less thing to 

worry about.” 

 

- ENDS   - 

 

*As of 30 September 2014, there were 45.5 million active driving records in Great Britain, according to the 

DVLA 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/397430/FOIR4341_Ho

w_many_people_hold_licences_in_the_UK.pdf 

 

 

Notes to Editors 

 

Driving scenario  

Percentage of drivers who report feeling 

nervous  

Driving abroad 36% 

Driving in bad weather 32% 
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Towing a caravan/other vehicle 

or sidecar 30% 

Driving in areas or on roads I'm 

not familiar with 28% 

Driving in cities 21% 

Parallel parking 21% 

Driving at night 21% 

Driving on a motorway 14% 

Car maintenance (e.g. filling up 

windscreen wiper fluid or topping 

up oil) 13% 

Overtaking on a motorway 11% 

N/A - I have no anxiety about 

driving 30% 

 

 

 

 

Driving scenario Regions showing strong reaction 

Driving somewhere with parking issues London (52%) 

Driving at night The South (23%) 

Doing a right hand turn across a junction Midlands (11%) 

Driving in bad weather Scotland (36%) 

Driving abroad Wales (38%) 

Driving in cities The North (22%) 

 
 
About Lloyds Bank Car Insurance 

Lloyds Bank Car Insurance is underwritten by a panel of insurers and is arranged and administered by BISL 

Limited, an independent intermediary authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

Registered in England No 3231094. 

                   

Lloyds Bank Car Insurance currently offers a 10% discount on your first year’s cover when you get a quote 
and buy your car insurance through Internet Banking (excludes optional extras) For more information visit 
https://www.lloydsbank.com/insurance/home/car.asp  
 

Methodology 
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1Research consisted of 2,015 UK adults – conducted online between 23rd - 25th January 2018 by 

YouGov on behalf of Lloyds Bank. 

 

Further information:  

Sarika Thanki, Lloyds Banking Group 

Tel: 07557 661 569 

sarika.thanki@lloydsbanking.com  

 

Jack Williams, Cohn & Wolfe 

Tel: 020 7331 5329 

Jack.williams@cohnwolfe.com 

 
 
This information is intended for the sole use of journalists and media professionals. 
 

This document has been prepared by Lloyds Bank plc (“Lloyds Bank/Us/Our/We”) for information purposes only. This 
document is not intended to be investment research and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements to 
promote the independence of investment research and should not necessarily be considered objective or unbiased. Any 
views, opinions or forecast expressed in this document represent the views or opinions of the author and are not 
intended to be, and should not be viewed as advice or a recommendation. You should make your own independent 
evaluation, based on your own knowledge and experience and any professional advice which you may have sought, on 
the applicability and relevance of the information contained in this document.  
 
The material contained in this document has been prepared on the basis of information believed to be reliable and whilst 
we have exercised reasonable care in its preparation, no representation or warranty, as to the accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of the information, express or implied, is given. This document is current at the date of publication and the 
content is subject to change without notice. We do not accept any obligation to any recipient to update or correct this 
information. Lloyds Bank, its Directors, officers and employees are not responsible and accept no liability for the impact 
of any decisions made based upon the information, views, forecasts or opinion expressed. 
 
This document has been prepared by Lloyds Bank, which is a trading name of Lloyds Bank plc. Lloyds Bank plc. 
Registered Office: 25 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7HN. Registered in England and Wales no. 2065. Authorised by 
the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation 
Authority under registration number 119278.  
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